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FRUITFUL PARTNERSHIP 
COOPERATION WITH THE SHUBNIKOV INSTITUTE OF THE SOVIET 
ACADEMY OF SCIENCES 
I. TARJ.~N 
Research Laboratory for Bi physics, Hungarian Academy of Sciences, P.O. Box 263, Budapest, 
H- 1444 Hungary 
Almtract--The paper is dedicated to he memory of Professor A. V. Shubnikov, member of the Soviet 
Academy of Sciences, on the 100th anniversary of his birth. The author reviews in it some results achieved 
in the field of crystal physics and molecular biophysics incooperation i  past years between th  I stitute 
of Crystallography of the Soviet Academy of Sciences and the Research Laboratories for Crystal Physics 
and Biophysics of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences. 
In 1954 I had the privilege to make the acquaintance of Professor Aleksei Vasilevich Shubnikov, 
member of the Soviet Academy of Sciences. As delegate of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, 
I was sent with the charge to study the organizational set-up of scientific research in the Soviet 
Union. The institute to study more closely was the Moscow State Lomonosov University which 
had shortly before been moved to new premises. Among the many departments I visited, the one 
to inspect closer was the Department of Crystallography, then under the charge of Professor 
Shubnikov. My own field of interest met with theirs as we discovered that both of us engaged 
mainly in the study of crystal physics, more precisely of crystal growth, crystal defects and single 
crystal production with a significant practical aspect as well. 
This was the period, for the world of research, to realize that nature could never meet either 
in quality or in quantity the demands that scientific and technological development were setting 
to single crystals. Newer and better materials were needed concerning mechanical, optical, electrical, 
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magnetic, etc. properties. Especially keen was the demand for semiconducting, piezoelectric and 
luminescent crystals. Practical requirements were also stimulating basic research so that more and 
more centres throughout the world were beginning to study the mechanism of crystal growth, 
methods of single crystal production and the correlation between crystal structure and macroscopic 
properties. 
A field of great interest was that of colour centres. These are artificially produced efects that 
permit he study of structural conditions which in turn may throw light upon a host of macroscopic 
properties. The study of colour centres was of particular importance in revealing the processes 
initiated and the structural defects produced by ionizing radiation. The colour centre research, too, 
proved to be a common field of study. 
Professor Shubnikov who functioned not only as Department Head but was also the Director 
of the Institute of Crystallography, Soviet Academy of Sciences as well, showed me round the 
Institute. It already employed then a staff of several hundred researchers and was concerned with 
whatever seemed to be of any interest or promised to be so in the future. 
As far as the research unit under my own direction is concerned: the Research Group for Crystal 
Physics, Hungarian Academy of Sciences (located within and attached organizationally to the 
Institute of Biophysics, Semmelweis University of Medicine, Budapest) was  tiny unit in respect 
of scientific activity, standing no comparison in size of either staff or equipment, with its Moscow 
counterpart. There the staff soon exceeded one thousand, here it remained in the size of tens. The 
disparity in the stock of equipment became more glaring as years passed by. Yet this did not in 
the slightest manner harm our relations which have all the time borne the character of a partnership 
between equals, marked by fellow spirit and honest attention shown for each other's business. 
Backstage you always sensed the presence of a high-minded, tactful, ready-to-help man, Professor 
Shubnikov. 
The initial contacts in the course of passing decades ramified into mutual visits, joint research 
projects and common results. 
To date crystal physics has been mentioned as a field of common interest. Gradually, from 1975 
our scope of common scientific interest which originally sprang from topics of crystal physics, 
broadened out to include the realm of molecular biophysics. This enlargement was to be welcomed 
as a natural outcome whether viewed from the point of general science development or locally from 
that of our two institutes. Regarding it generally, the correlation between molecular structure and 
macroscopic properties i a problem of great importance, particularly in biological macromolecular 
systems, with our present status of knowledge calling for studies on the relation between structure 
and biological function with wide-ranging methods. Not less natural appears the headway in 
matters of extending the sphere of cooperation between our institutes. Shubnikov's uccessor, 
Academician Boris Konstantinovich Vainshtein, maintained inquiries into the biological macro- 
molecular structure; over here, the study of biological systems on the molecular level, as a biological 
branch discipline, became the order of the day. Our amassed knowledge of solid-state physics was 
actually the substratum to give birth to studies of the structure-function relationship on biological 
macromolecules. 
Here below I should like to quote a few of our joint projects which have yielded gratifying results 
in each of the two mentioned spheres.t 
1. A commonplace y t worth quote is the simile maintaining that, as the weakest link determines 
the strength of a chain, so do defects and impurities influence numerous properties of a crystal more 
decisively than purely quantitative considerations may predict. Logically there came a period when 
collaboration between the two institutes was aimed at the study of crystal defects and the relation 
between defects and macroscopic crystal properties. 
A set of investigations was based on the extremely pure and specially doped OH-free alkali 
halides that had been grown by a method developed by the Research Group for Crystal Physics 
of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences. 
These alkali halide crystals are promising used as laser window materials. Theoretical as well 
as practical significance in respect of their suitability is attached to the question how the optical 
tThe two research centres of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences have since been renamed and are run now as: Research 
Laboratory for Crystal Physics and Research Laboratory for Biophysics. 
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strength of these crystals (their laser power tolerance) depends on the different impurities. It has 
been found that in the NaCl(Pb) system the optical strength on the wavelength of a ruby laser varies 
reciprocally with the logarithm of lead concentration [1]. In the NaCI(Ca) system, however, the 
optical strength within the 10-7-10-4mole/mole range of concentration is independent from the 
Ca content [2]. Differences in precipitation properties account for differences in the effect of the 
two impurities: Pb forms much more readily colloidal and subcolloidal metalloid inclusions within 
the crystal. 
The yield point determination i NaCl(Ca) crystals as a function of Ca concentration and of 
strain rate has brought it to light that Ca ions in the naturally aged NaCl crystal occur not in 
isolation but in the form of small clusters, each holding several atoms [3]. Given rapid shock-like 
deformation variations in the Ca concentration did not influence the dislocation mobility [4]. 
Calculations were made to assess the infrared radiation intensity which would arise in 
consequence of interactions between the local vibrations of crystal defects on the one hand 
and moving charged dislocations [5] and charged particles [5, 6] on the other hand. It was found 
that this infrared radiation may be informative for the velocity of charged particles inside the 
crystal. 
I should also like to refer to earlier investigations in which NaCl whiskers grown by different 
methods [7] were subjected to plasticity tests; furthermore to observations on the formation of 
graphoepitaxial layers on amorphous ubstrates [8, 9]. 
2. Both institutes have shown considerable interest for the study of paratellurite, a crystal of 
superb acousto-optical parameters whose applicability was only limited by its relatively high degree 
of acoustic attenuation. Workers in the two institutes found a positive correlation to exist between 
the rates of acoustic attenuation and of dislocation density in the TeO2 crystal [10]. When they 
produced crystals of small internal stress and low dislocation density, the acoustic attenuation rate 
proved to be lower than had been recorded in the literature [11]. 
Now a way had to be found to dispose of the no longer needed acoustic energy in the 
acousto-optical device. Positive correlation between the crystal defect concentration and the 
acoustic attentuation made it possible to create an attenuation domain within the active 
acoustic-optical material itself, thus dispensing with the need to apply an extra attenuator which, 
owing to differences in material parameters, has never ensured a perfect fit [12, 13]. 
New data in the course of collaboration were obtained for the temperature d pendence ofelastic 
wave velocities, elastic stiffness constants and thermal expansion of paratellurite. External pressure 
was found to influence appreciably the elastic properties of TeO2, especially the temperature 
dependence of the elastic modulus connected with the crystal soft mode [14, 15]. 
Also worth mentioning is the discovery that the circular dichroism shown by the 550 nm 
absorption band of the TeO2 crystal is attributable to electric dipole-dipole transition [16]. 
3. Researchers at the two institutes, based in part on the common acousto-optical experiments, 
set up a realistic quantum theory for acousto-optical and optical parametric amplification [17] and 
frequency conversion [18]. Taking into account other modes of the active medium producing noise 
and attenuation, they ascertained the signal and noise conditions of the process. 
A most rewarding field of nonlinear optics with numerous possibilities of application is to study 
the phenomenon of phase conjugation. By the modification of their method to describe the 
operation of the parametric amplifier they were the first in the literature to develop the quantum 
theory of degenerate four-wave mixing taking both noise and attenuation i to account [19]. 
As we know, by superposition of the signal and the conjugated waves that are produced in a 
four-wave mixing process, a new state of light (called squeezed state) can be obtained in which the 
uncertainties of the real and the imaginary quadratures of the complex amplitude of the 
electromagnetic field are unequal so that noise is virtually getting pumped over from one 
quadrature into the other and may in one of them drop below the vacuum noise level. 
Researchers in the two institutes have determined the density operator to describe such states 
in the general case when the electromagnetic field is characterized by a coherent signal, chaotic noise 
and squeezing as well [20]. In the process of finding the density operator they obtained a new 
integral transformation, remarkable for the feature that i  relates an analytic function of two 
complex variables to a nonanalytic function of one complex variable. 
They have shown that a sudden frequency change of a quantum oscillator leads to squeezed state. 
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Such phonon squeezed states are created by a Franck-Condon transition accompanied by 
frequency changes of phonons [21]. 
For an electromagnetic field of comphcated statistics with noise, coherence and squeeze features, 
they established the quantity 
((a +)" a"), 
(a standing for the photon annihilation operator) which is playing an important part in the theory 
of many-photon processes. For the coherent, he chaotic and the strongly squeezed vacuum states 
it was found that the ratio 
((a +)" a") 
((a + a ))" 
is respectively 1, n! and (2n - 1)!! [22]. 
Under the same cooperation by means of a specially shaped LiIO3 crystal, an intracavity 
noncollinear second harmonic generation was brought about. The generated second harmonic 
beam emerged from the resonator with extremely small divergency while the fundamental beam 
of the Q-locked Nd-YAG laser remained entirely inside the cavity [23]. 
4. The Biophysical Research Laboratory, to investigate biological macromolecular systems, is 
producing biological samples of high purity and high concentration and is subjecting them to 
biological function as well as to structure tests by optical and thermal denaturation. The same 
samples are investigated by small-angle X-ray and neutron mattering methods in the Institute of 
Crystallography, Soviet Academy of Sciences. 
Determined among other things are the shape and characteristic parameters of the phage T7 in 
vivo and, by means of the contrast variation method, the DNA and protein distribution inside the 
phage head. It was shown that intraphage DNA is organized around a protein core and is covered 
by a structured protein coat [24]. Intraphage DNA is of superhelical structure which loosens up 
by thermal denaturation at about 60°C accompanied by the loss of biological function [25]. By 
direct analysis of the mattering data, a nonhomogeneous DNA distribution was mapped out [26]. 
We found that the ionic environment affects the structure and function of phage T7 in solution. 
The functional damage is due to change in the double-helix structure of DNA [27], as well as to 
a loosening of the whole phage structure which was also detectable by small-angle X-ray mattering 
[28]. 
As for membrane structure, we examined the influence of monovalent cations on the structure 
of phosphatidyl choline model membranes. We found that alkali cations under the said effect can 
be ranged in a lyotropic series (Li +, Na +, K +, Rb +, Cs+). Out of these elements Li +, owing to 
its high power of polarization, alters the conformation of the head groups of the lipid membrane 
and increases the interlaminar electrostatic repulsion, while Cs +, the last in the series, weakens the 
van der Waals attraction among the layers by changing the water structure [29]. 
We appreciate highly the share our partners have taken so far of the common research and would 
be happy to obtain their support for carrying on fruitful and valuable collaboration. 
I seize the opportunity, also on behalf of my successors, Professor Mrs Gyfrgyi Ront6 and 
Professor Rudolf Voszka as well as members of their staff, to express our best wishes to Professor 
Dr Boris Konstantinovich Vainshtein and his assistants, for success in their future work. 
In conclusion I should like to say a word of acknowledgement to my own assistants Drs J6zsef 
Janszky, Ervin Hartmann and Katalin T6th for the help they have rendered in compiling this paper. 
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